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Draw, stamp, screen print, and more to create gorgeous art cloth!Intentional Printing walks you
through a two-part approach to fabric design. Author Lynn Krawczyk starts by showing you how
to develop your own distinct printing style by first identifying the colors, themes, and processes
that speak to you and then using those ideas repeatedly to explore your furthest possibilities. At
the same time, Lynn urges you to think beyond simply printing fabric and consider how the
finished cloth will be used.She demonstrates a variety of printing, stamping, painting, and color
techniques, encouraging you to identify what draws you back again and again and to push your
personal themes as far as possible. Using examples of her work, Lynn then shows how she
adapts her own preferred imagery to projects, explaining what works and what does not. You
emerge with a solid knowledge of basic printing techniques, an understanding of how to apply
them for maximum impact, and an appreciation of your own personal creative voice.

“Brilliant...One of the best books ever written about the history and significance of a natural
disaster.” — New York Times“Supremely well told: a fine exception to the dull run of most
geological writing.” starred Kirkus Review — Kirkus Review (starred review)“Winchester once
again demonstrates a keen knack for balancing rich and often rigorous historical detail with
dramatic tension and storytelling.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review)“A good read.” —
Washington Post Book World“Masterful build-up of literary and geological tension.” — The
Economist“A real-life story bigger than any Hollywood blockbuster.” — Entertainment
Weekly“Winchester...is noted for his ability to turn scholarly history into engrossing narrative.” —
Chicago Sun-Times“Winchester’s exceptional attention to detail never falters.” — San Francisco
Chronicle“Winchester scores.” (byline Baltimore Sun, printed in Pittsburg Post-Gazette) —
Baltimore Sun“Winchester dramatically delivers...the book is absorbing...” — Daily News“A
rattling good read.” — Boston Sunday Globe“Krakatoa is a pleasure from beginning to end.” —
Boston Sunday Globe“The rich and fascinating KRAKATOA confirms [Winchester’s]
preeminence. Janet Maslin — International Herald TribuneFrom the Back CoverSimon
Winchester, New York Times bestselling author of The Professor and the Madman, examines
the legendary annihilation in 1883 of the volcano-island of Krakatoa, which was followed by an
immense tsunami that killed nearly forty thousand people. The effects of the immense waves
were felt as far away as France. Barometers in Bogotá and Washington, D.C., went haywire.
Bodies were washed up in Zanzibar. The sound of the island's destruction was heard in Australia
and India and on islands thousands of miles away. Most significant of all -- in view of today's new
political climate -- the eruption helped to trigger in Java a wave of murderous anti-Western
militancy among fundamentalist Muslims, one of the first outbreaks of Islamic-inspired killings
anywhere. Krakatoa gives us an entirely new perspective on this fascinating and iconic



event.This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including author
interviews, recommended reading, and more.About the AuthorSimon Winchester is the
acclaimed author of many books, including The Professor and the Madman, The Men Who
United the States, The Map That Changed the World, The Man Who Loved China, A Crack in
the Edge of the World, and Krakatoa, all of which were New York Times bestsellers and
appeared on numerous best and notable lists. In 2006, Winchester was made an officer of the
Order of the British Empire (OBE) by Her Majesty the Queen. He resides in western
Massachusetts.Read more
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I. B. Sewing, “World Class paint flinger tells all!. Even though I just received this book, I already
know it's one that I will use to the last nub and never ever loan. (I'm more apt to buy it for my
friends so mine is never out of my sight.) I'm familiar with some of the techniques, but I see that
I've only scratched the surface, so to speak; Krawczyk takes paint flinging to places I never
imagined. A big part of its appeal is her writing style along with her encouragement to honor both
my vision and my creative self. The title makes so much sense, and I will certainly put more
intent into my fiber art than letting myself be pulled, technique-wise, every which way but true to
my purpose.”

Roberta L. Payne, “Just buy the book!. Yep...just buy the book!! I've had experience in most of
Lynn's techniques in the book but I picked up so many tips and suggestions that it made the
purchase worth while. Lynn's writing makes you feel she's talking directly to you over a cup of
coffee!!! Her writing is simple enough for novice surface design want a be's and interesting still
for the folks who have already played with the techniques. I like the project section which allows
you to play with what you've read! A great book that I've already highlighted areas I want to
remember!!!  The pages will also be turned or stuck with stickies to reference!!!”

Arlene Mraz, “Quilter to Artist. As a mixed media artist I can't say enough about how much the
fabric artist have contributed to my art. I love all the printing, stamping techniques that I have
started to add to my work. My work now has layers and a depth that it did not have before.
Thanks to quilters like Lynn. Her instructions and tips were easy to understand and I 'm filling my
sketchbook with ideas to try on my next painting. Mraz”

Julie Booth, “All the basics to create stunning fabrics!. Lynn Krawczyk gives you all the basics to
create fabrics with intention! I love how she talks about surface design and her love of "paint
flinging". She has great tips for layering with color and texture so that fabrics sing! Lots of fun
projects too...and these are projects that are simple enough to do in an afternoon but
sophisticated enough that you want to make them. This book is a must for surface design
enthusiasts like me!”

kaybella, “Good stuff here. I own a lot of surface design books, and I have to say this is one of
the best. The author is clear and conversational; the illustrations are fresh and inspirational.
There isn't any "how to make one just like mine." I love that she does it all with fabric paint. It is
so much more direct than dye and a lot less messy.”

Jaye Dodds, “Great book!. I love "Intentional Printing"! Lynn Krawczyk has so many fun ways to
reconstruct fabric; and the book is loaded with project ideas! She teaches in a very entertaining
way. The materials needed for her lessons are items easily accessible, things you might already



have! I would definitely recommend this book to anyone interested in enhancing their art work
and creating their own unique fabric!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book. Okay, so I own a kazillion (more or less) books on
surface design. I need another one like I need a hole in my head. However, I thoroughly enjoyed
this book and found it worthwhile. If you are trying to cut back on the innumerable books
available in this art, I suggest you try this one and eliminate one of the others.”

Spiritofstitch, “Good resoirce. Great prompt for remembering the things you can do ( and a few
extra ideas as well) when making your own printed fabric.”

Lise Garner, “Intentional Printing meets all of my student's needs and more.... As an instructor in
a local Community College, I am always looking for resource materials to support my students in
the "after the course" studio work. Lynn Krawcsyk has met that need in so many ways. The book
creates a comfortable learning experience and adds the study materials and studio arts supplies
introductions and lists that students will need after they leave the classroom. One student
commented when I shared my copy of the book with her "it seems like Lynn wrote this book just
for me... exactly what I need to walk through the printing experience with a new confidence.".
The projects and wonderfully concise directions for completing them are clear and filled with fun
little tips and advise for creating all new work that will be loved by the maker, her friends and
family for years to come. I highly recommend INTENTIONAL PRINTING for the beginner and for
practicing studio arts enthusiasts.”

Doodlebug, “Intentional Printing (on fabric) Book. This is a fabulous and inspiring book for
anyone that is interested in taking the concept of mixed media painting but with fabric! Several
projects really caught my eye and I'm planning to make my own versions of these projects right
away!”

Rosane Viegas, “A good book!. I loved this book. The explications ar clear and simple.The ideas
are so creatives. I enjoy it so much.”

fay bullock, “Fabulous Book. Fabulous very informative easy to read and understand..Well worth
buying.Well written with very gooD instructions and examples well done authors.”

The book by Lynn Krawczyk has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 51 people have provided feedback.
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